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The purpose of this journal-ready dissertation was to determine the extent to which ethnicity/race and economic status were
related to the mathematics achievement of Texas high school boys. For the first journal article, the degree to which differences
were present in overall mathematics achievement for high school boys by ethnicity/race (id est, Asian, White, Hispanic, and Black)
were examined. In the second investigation, differences in specific mathematics skills by ethnicity/race (id est, Asian, White,
Hispanic, and Black) for high school boys were determined. Finally, in the third study, the degree to which differences were
present in specific mathematics skills between Black boys who were Extremely Poor, Moderately Poor, and Not Poor were
examined. Eight years of archival data from the Texas Education Agency Public Education Information Management System were
analyzed for each of these three investigations. Analyzing 8 years of Texas statewide data permitted a determination regarding the
presence of trends in mathematics performance. Method For this multi-year quantitative study, a causal-comparative research
design was used. Archival TAKS Exit Level Mathematics data previously obtained from the Texas Education Agency Public
Education Information Management System for the 2004-2005 through the 2011-2012 school years were analyzed. The degree to
which differences in mathematics achievement and skill development existed by ethnicity/race (id est, Asian, White, Hispanic, and
Black) and economic status was examined. Findings During the 2004-2005 through the 2011-2012 school years, large differences
were identified in the mathematical competence of Texas high school boys by ethnicity/race (id est, Asian, White, Hispanic, and
Black) and level of poverty. For each year of this study, Asian boys outperformed White, Hispanic, and Black boys in overall
mathematics achievement on the TAKS Exit Level Mathematics assessment. Asian boys also had statistically significant higher
scores than White, Hispanic, and Black boys on each of the 10 TAKS Exit Level Mathematics Objectives for each year of this multiyear investigation. Black boys consistently had the lowest mathematics achievement and skill development, particularly Black boys
who were Extremely Poor. Results of these empirical investigations were commensurate with the existing literature regarding
ethnicity/race and economic status and their relationship to mathematics proficiency.
*Improve your English and reading grades. *Perfect the skills you'll need to excel using our proven tips and techniques. *Test your
knowledge with 2 full-length practice TAKS English Language Arts tests.
Schools' functioning as learning organizations provide educators the opportunity to focus on working together in innovative ways.
However, it is unknown to what extent learning organizations exist in small high schools or whether small high schools' functioning
as learning organizations improve academic achievement. The purpose of this study was to determine the relationship between
teachers' instructional practices as defined by Bowen's six action dimensions of a learning organization and student achievement
in small high schools. The study investigated whether implementation of the six action dimensions--team orientation, innovation,
involvement, information flow, tolerance for error, and results orientation--were associated with student academic achievement in
mathematics and English language arts (ELA). Data to determine teachers' use of the six action dimensions were collected using
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the School Success Profile-Learning Organization survey. Surveys (N = 303) were collected from mathematics and ELA teachers
from 60 Texas high schools with enrollments between 300 and 800. Student achievement was measured by the mean scale score
of the 11th-grade student exit-level Texas Assessment of Knowledge and Skills (TAKS) in mathematics and ELA. Statistically
significant relationships were detected for two action dimensions (innovation and involvement) with academic achievement in ELA.
Results indicated a statistically significant relationship between each of the six action dimensions and student achievement on the
mathematics TAKS assessment. This study contributes empirical findings to the research literature that has tended to be limited to
the best practices of learning organizations without providing evidence-based results. Learning organizations characterized by
action dimensions associated with faculty cooperation, uninhibited experimental and novel approaches to educational practices,
and an orientation toward goal-based achievement tend to yield higher academic achievement in small high school settings.
REA's new Mathematics test prep for the required Texas Assessment of Knowledge and Skills (TAKS) high school exit level exam
provides all the instruction and practice students need to excel. The book's review features all 10 objectives: Functional
Relationships; Properties and Attributes of Functions; Linear Functions; Linear Equations and Inequalities, Quadratic and Other
Nonlinear Functions, Geometric Relationships and Spatial Reasoning; 2-D and 3-D Representations; Measurement; Percents,
Proportions, Probability, and Statistics; and Mathematical Processes and Tools. Includes 2 full-length practice tests, detailed
explanations to all answers, a study guide, and test-taking strategies to boost confidence. Details: -Fully aligned with the objectives
adopted by the Texas Education Agency -Two full-length practice tests pinpoint weaknesses and measure progress - Drills help
students organize, comprehend, and practice - Lessons enhance necessary mathematics skills -Confidence-building tips reduce
test anxiety and boost test-day readiness REA … Real review, Real practice, Real results.
Texas assessment of knowledge and skills. Grade 11 exit level, Mathematics and science : a student and family guide.
The purpose of this study was to evaluate the effectiveness of a mathematics enrichment activity used to improve the mathematics
performance of students relative to participation in the State Agricultural Mechanics Career Development Event (CDE) and in
mandated assessments. The treatment group (13 schools, 43 students) participated in a mathematics enrichment activity situated
in an agricultural mechanics context. The control group (16 schools, 56 students) did not participate in the enrichment activity.
Both groups, as part of the CDE, were tested with a 100-question word problem examination, completed a individual skill and team
activity, and completed a demographic instrument regarding participation in agricultural mechanics CDEs, scholastic performance,
use of graphing calculators, enrollment in STEM, agricultural science, and fine arts courses, and other information. After the
survey was conducted, schools were asked to provide TAKS exit scores on participating students. These scores were compared
between schools and against statewide TAKS scores. Results of the study showed a significant improvement in scores on the
individual written examination and teams scores for the agricultural mechanics CDE and on the TAKS exit level mathematics
assessment. Mean written examination scores for the treatment group were 69.53; non-cooperators were 57.16. Mean total team
scores for cooperating teams were 420.39; non-cooperators had a mean score of 368.13. Mean TAKS exit level mathematics
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scores for cooperators were 2336.78; non-cooperators had a mean TAKS exit level score of 2331.77. Participation in the
enrichment activity improved both CDE and mathematics achievement scores.
A collection of practice test for people studying for the TExES.
TAKS Study Guide for Exit Level MathematicsA Student and Family GuideQue Pub
In the wake of recent federal legislation entitled No Child Left Behind, high-stakes standardized testing for accountability purposes
is being emphasized in educational systems across the U.S. for all students – including English Language Learners (ELLs). Yet
language proficiency mediates test performance, so ELLs typically receive scores far below those of other students. This book
explores how tests have become de facto language policy in schools, shaping what is taught in school, how it is taught, and in
what language(s) it is taught. In New York City, while most schools responded to testing by increasing the amount of English
instruction offered to ELLs, a few schools have preserved native language instruction instead. Moreover, this research documents
how tests are a defining force in the daily lives of ELLs and the educators who serve them.
Revised second edition aligned for the 2008-2009 testing cycle, with a full index. REA's new Mathematics test prep for the required
Texas Assessment of Knowledge and Skills (TAKS) high school exit-level exam provides all the instruction and practice students
need to excel. The book's review features all test objectives, including Numbers and Operations; Equations and Inequalities;
Functions; Geometry and Spatial Sense; Measurement; Data Analysis and Probability; and Problem Solving. Includes 2 full-length
practice tests, detailed explanations to all answers, a study guide, and test-taking strategies to boost confidence. DETAILS: -Fully
aligned with the official state exam -2 full-length practice tests pinpoint weaknesses and measure progress - Drills help students
organize, comprehend, and practice - Lessons enhance necessary mathematics skills -Confidence-building strategy and tips to
boost test-day readiness REA … Real review, Real practice, Real results
Three boys enjoy a game of catch until one begins to feel left out and looks for a way to fit in again.
"The purpose of this study was to investigate the impact that high school mathematics scores and courses had on mathematics
TAKS Exit-Level performance of African American students." -- (iii)
This Handbook reviews a wealth of research in cognitive and educational psychology that investigates how to enhance learning and
instruction to aid students struggling to learn and to advise teachers on how best to support student learning. The Handbook includes
features that inform readers about how to improve instruction and student achievement based on scientific evidence across different
domains, including science, mathematics, reading and writing. Each chapter supplies a description of the learning goal, a balanced
presentation of the current evidence about the efficacy of various approaches to obtaining that learning goal, and a discussion of important
future directions for research in this area. It is the ideal resource for researchers continuing their study of this field or for those only now
beginning to explore how to improve student achievement.
Help your child succeed on the Texas statewide assessments with the premiere resource used by parents and teachers! With Practice More
for the TAKS [exit level, math], you will strengthen your understanding of key concepts needed to succeed on the TAKS exam, studying just
the subject matter you need help with. You'll gain confidence by practicing and exercising the skills learned in class, whether at home or
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school, alone or with friends and family to help. In Practice More for the TAKS [exit level, math] students will understand the core test
objectives of the Mathematics portion of the exam by: . Demonstrating an understanding of numbers, operations and quantitative reasoning .
Demonstrating an understanding of patterns, relationships, and algebraic reasoning . Demonstrating an understanding of geometry and
spatial reasoning . Demonstrating an understanding of the concepts and uses of measurement . Demonstrating an understanding of
probability and statistics . Demonstrating an understanding of the mathematical processes and tools used in problem solving
This study tested the relationship of information technology usage by high school principals in their instructional leadership behaviors and
student achievement. Data were collected for instructional leadership, information technology usage by an original survey instrument
developed for the purposes of the current study. The Instructional Leadership Information Technology Inventory (ILITI) was provided to high
school principals ( n =750) throughout the State of Texas. Results were collected using a web-based data collection service. After eliminating
responses generated from less-tenured principals and deleting respondents with incomplete responses, 102 usable survey responses were
used in the study. In order to relate survey responses to student achievement, campus-level data were necessary regarding student
achievement. Using the Texas Education Agency's data research website, exit-level Texas Assessment of Knowledge and Skills (TAKS)
were gathered in English language arts, mathematics, social studies, and science. Average achievement results for each campus were
matched with the appropriate principal responses. Using three control variables of per pupil expenditures, percentage of limited English
proficient students, and percentage of economically disadvantaged students, four separate hierarchical multiple regression analyses were
performed, one for each of the academic disciplines. Results indicated that there exist no statistically significant relationships between
perceived principal technology use and student achievement in English language arts, mathematics, or science. However, in the area of
social studies, it was determined that the principals' use of information technology within the dimension of managing the instructional program
had a correlation to student achievement on the social studies TAKS.
Now in its third edition, General Academic's comprehensive guide to Houston private and select public schools contains more than 300 pages
of advice, analysis, school profiles, and more. Our publication should provide the basic building blocks for parents to jump-start their journey
in researching, applying to, and selecting a school for their child. This third edition features profiles on 41 private and 23 select public schools
in and around Houston's 610 Loop and Beltway 8 highways. General Academic is an academic consulting and supplementary education
company based in Houston's Rice Village; it was founded in 2003.
In this moving account, “America’s Superintendent” John Kuhn lays bare the scare tactics at the root of the modern school “reform”
movement. Kuhn conveys a deeply held passion for the mission and promise of public education through his own experience as a school
administrator in Texas. When his “Alamo Letter” first appeared in the Washington Post, it galvanized the educational community in a call to
action that was impossible to ignore. This powerful book requires us to question whether the current education crisis will be judged by history
as a legitimate national emergency or an agenda-driven panic, spurred on by a media that is, for the most part, uninterested in anything but
useless soundbites. Essential reading for teachers, administrators, policymakers, and everyone concerned with public education, Fear and
Learning in America: Analyzes school reform from the perspective of a practicing school administrator who isn’t sold on the corporate reform
package.Places school reform in the historical context of similar episodes of national hand-wringing.Offers encouragement and appreciation
to classroom teachers who are exhausted by the vilification that modern school reform has served up. “John Kuhn’s book is packed with more
wisdom than any 10 books that I have read about American education. It is the wisdom born of experience. It is the wisdom of a man who
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cares about children, families, and community.” —From the Foreword by Diane Ravitch, author of Reign of Error “In Fear and Learning in
America, John Kuhn weaves together stories from his life as a teacher and missionary with tales from history. The result is a fresh way of
thinking about schools and educational policy. Refuting A Nation at Risk, Mr. Kuhn warns, persuasively, of ‘a rising tide of inequality.’ His
message, artfully delivered in this important book, should be heeded.” —John Merrow, education correspondent, PBS NewsHour, and
president, Learning Matters, Inc. “Kuhn is a superb educator and his valuable book effectively dissects the myths about today’s high-stakes
testing environment and the worsening conditions under which educators are expected to make miracles every day, or else. His cogent
arguments against such policies demonstrate what is really important and should inform the debate about public education.” —Randi
Weingarten, president, American Federation of Teachers “This book is a brilliantly clear defense of public education as our nation’s most
valuable asset. John Kuhn fearlessly names the fact that today’s education reformers, like the renowned emperor, wear no clothes.”
—Christine Sleeter, professor emerita, California State University Monterey Bay
Backed by solid research, Writing Instruction That Works answers the following question: What is writing instruction today and what can it be
tomorrow? This up-to-date, comprehensive book identifies areas of concern for the ways that writing is being taught in todays secondary
schools. The authors offer far-reaching direction for improving writing instruction that assist both student literacy and subject learning. They
provide many examples of successful writing practices in each of the four core academic subjects (English, mathematics, science, and social
studies/history), along with guidance for meeting the Common Core standards. The text also includes sections on Technology and the
Teaching of Writing and English Language Learners.

Though there has been a rapid increase of women’s representation in law and business, their representation in STEM fields has
not been matched. Researchers have revealed that there are several environmental and social barriers including stereotypes,
gender bias, and the climate of science and engineering departments in colleges and universities that continue to block women’s
progress in STEM. In this book, the authors address the issues that encounter women of color in STEM in higher education.
State Assessment Policy and Practice for English Language Learners presents three significant studies, each examining a
different aspect of states' strategies for including English language learners in state assessments. *an Analysis of State
Assessment Policies Regarding Accommodations for English Language Learners; *a Survey and Description of Test Translation
Practices; and *an Examination of State Practices for Reporting Participation and Performance of English Language Learners in
State Assessments. With the rise in population of English language learners and the subsequent stepped-up legislative focus on
this student population over the past decade, states have been challenged to include English language learners in state
assessment programs. Until now, the little data available on states' policies and practices for meeting this challenge has been
embedded in various reports and professional journals and scattered across the Internet. This volume offers, for the first time, a
focused examination of states' assessment policies and practices regarding English language learners. The three studies were
supported by OELA, the U.S. Department of Education's Office of English Language Acquisition, Language Enhancement, and
Academic Achievement for Limited English Proficient Students. State Assessment Policy and Practice for English Language
Learners is of interest to researchers and professionals involved with the assessment of English language learners; state- and
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district-level policy makers; and academics, teacher educators, and graduate students in a number of fields, including educational
and psychological assessment, testing and measurement, bilingual education, English as a second language, and second
language acquisition.
After teaching junior high school mathematics for 10 years and serving as a high school principal for 14 years, Dr. Clarence
Johnson conducted research as a doctoral student on improving the mathematics failure rates of African American students. You
can read about his findings in Roll Call: 2012.
Presents an overview of the Texas Assessment of Knowledge and Skills high school English language arts exam, and features
advice on developing a study plan, subject review in all test areas, and practice exams and solutions.
Help your child succeed on the Texas statewide assessments with the premiere resource used by parents and teachers! With
Practice More for the TAKS [grade 8, reading], you will strengthen your understanding of key concepts needed to succeed on the
TAKS exam, studying just the subject matter you need help with. You'll gain confidence by practicing and exercising the skills
learned in class, whether at home or school, alone or with friends and family to help. In Practice More for the TAKS [grade 8,
reading] students will understand the core test objectives of the Reading portion of the exam by: . Demonstrating a basic
understanding of culturally diverse written texts . Applying knowledge of the literary elements to understand culturally diverse
written texts . Using a variety of strategies to analyze culturally diverse written texts . Applying critical-thinking skills to analyze
culturally diverse written texts
Measuring History complements the cases presented in Wise Social Studies Practices (Yeager & Davis, 2005). Yeager and Davis
highlight the rich and ambitious teaching that can occur in the broad context of state-level testing. In this book, the chapter authors
and I bring the particular state history tests more to the fore and examine how teachers are responding to them. At the heart of
Measuring History are cases of classroom teachers in seven states (Florida, Kentucky, Michigan, New York, Texas, Mississippi,
and Virginia) where new social studies standards and new, and generally high-stakes, state-level history tests are prominent. In
these chapters, the authors describe and analyze the state’s testing efforts and how those efforts are being interpreted in the
context of classroom practice. The results both support and challenge prevailing views on the efficacy of testing as a vehicle for
educational reform. Catherine Horn (University of Houston) and I lay the groundwork for the case studies through a set of
introductory chapters that examine the current environment, the research literature, and the technical qualities of history tests.
This gold mine of concise, research-based strategies and tips to apply in your classroom, library, and school is written by an expert
in school improvement who shares the research on what works. • Search the research by topic and find just what you need for
your program, school, or district • Be a contributor to your school improvement team by providing the research base • Learn the
research base behind the practices you know work • Use the accompanying CD of multimedia presentations to present the
research in staff development settings or with parents and community members Practicing educators today must use pertinent and
timely research to guide their decisions. Finding the appropriate research, either on the Web or in hard copy, is time consuming
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and difficult. Readers will find this book filled with summaries of research on actual practices which will impact student
achievement. An easy-to-digest, short summary of the research is presented stating the issue along the with practical actions,
strategies, and tips any educator can use to improve student learning. A busy principal, central-office administrator or educator can
use the accompanying multimedia presentations to present the research in staff development settings or with parents and
community members. This book is the Swiss Army knife of school improvement and a tremendous resource for school
improvement efforts.
Examines how federal and state governments have assumed ever-greater control over the education process since the 1960s.
Global Pedagogies: Schooling for the Future, which is the twelfth volume in the 12-volume book series Globalisation, Comparative
Education and Policy Research, presents scholarly research on major discourses in comparative education research with
reference to globalisation, educational policy and classroom pedagogy. It is a sourcebook of ideas for researchers, practitioners
and policy makers in education, globalisation, global pedagogies and schooling for the future around the world. The aim of the
book is to provide an easily accessible, practical yet scholarly source of information about the international concern in the field of
globalisation, global pedagogies, and educational transformation. Readers will find here the very latest thinking on globalisation,
global pedagogies and educational transformation in the context of global culture. It offers a timely overview of current issues
affecting discourses pertaining to global pedagogies and policy research in the global culture. It provides directions in education,
and policy research, relevant to transformational educational reforms in the 21st century. The book critically examines the overall
interplay between comparative education discourses, globalisation, and education. It draws upon recent studies in the areas of
globalisation, equity, social justice, and the role of the State. It explores conceptual frameworks and methodological approaches
applicable in the research covering the State, globalisation, equity, and education. It demonstrates the neo-liberal ideological
imperatives of education and policy reforms, and illustrates the way the relationship between the State and education policy affects
current models and trends in education reforms and schooling globally. Various book chapters critique the dominant discourses
and debates pertaining to comparative education discourses and the newly constructed and re-invented models of neo-liberal
ideology in education. Using a number of diverse paradigms in comparative education research, ranging from critical theory to
globalisation, the authors, by focusing on globalisation, ideology and democracy, attempt to examine critically both the reasons
and outcomes of education reforms, policy change and transformation and provide a more informed critique on the Western-driven
models of accountability, quality and school effectiveness. The book draws upon recent studies in the areas of equity, cultural
capital and dominant ideologies in education.
Revised second edition aligned for the 2008-2009 testing cycle, with a full index. REA's new Mathematics test prep for the required
Texas Assessment of Knowledge and Skills (TAKS) high school exit-level exam provides all the instruction and practice students
need to excel. The book's review features all test objectives, including Numbers and Operations; Equations and Inequalities;
Functions; Geometry and Spatial Sense; Measurement; Data Analysis and Probability; and Problem Solving. Includes 2 full-length
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practice tests, detailed explanations to all answers, a study guide, and test-taking strategies to boost confidence. DETAILS:-Fully
aligned with the official state exam -2 full-length practice tests pinpoint weaknesses and measure progress - Drills help students
organize, comprehend, and practice - Lessons enhance necessary mathematics skills -Confidence-building strategy and tips to
boost test-day readiness REA ? Real review, Real practice, Real results
Roadmap to the TAKS Exit-Level Mathematics includes strategies that are proven to enhance student performance. The experts
at The Princeton Review provide •content review based on the Texas Essential Knowledge and Skills (TEKS) •detailed lessons,
complete with skill-specific activities •2 complete practice TAKS Mathematics tests
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